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Fig. 1: Tablet UCLM 9-2433 (Obverse) 
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I. HISTORY OF LIBANOMANCY 

Libanomancy is the art of divining with 

incense smoke and draws its name from 

the Greek stem libanos, meaning 

‘frankincense.’ This practice originated in 

the Near East, gaining its greatest 

popularity among the Babylonians of the 

First Dynasty (20th-16th c. BC!), later 

traveling West to Egypt, and lastly adopted 

into the widely ranging divination practices 

of the Hellenistic world. Contrary to 

modern interpretations of smoke divining, 

libanomancy in its original form was a type 

of ‘omen oracle,’ where petitioners used 

the medium of incense smoke to divine the 

direct answer of their gods (impetration 

oracles). 

 The clay tablet (UCLM 9-2433) providing the source of the incense smoke 

interpretations was only the fourth published example of libanomantic text (Finkel 

1983: 50). The recovered obverse portion of the tablet contains 16 different omens 

associated with particular smoke configurations though based on evidence of 

destroyed text on the back of the tablet, it likely originally had a total of 32 omens.  

Unlike other published examples, this tablet contains earlier forms of Old Babylonian 

words, providing rough dates. 

 The wording of these omens follows the trends present in other types of 

Babylonian omen oracles (bird flight, shooting stars, entrails, cattle sprinkling), as the 

knowledge is presented in the form of conditionals (If then statements).  The format 
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for both Babylonian omens and law codes is identical, and displays how these omens 

were conceived of as the “laws of the divine world order” (Anuus 2010: 3). There 

are wide range of prognoses provided for ominous events, yet omen oracles limit the 

ways in which petitioners can interpret them, as they essentially distill the results 

down to omens which are “favorable or “unfavorable” or else applicable only to 

very specific cases (illnesses, business trips, victory in battle) (Reiner 1960: 25).  The 

content of omens frequently corresponded to elements within Mesopotamian fables 

or proverbs, or incorporated the use of puns or word play (Raven-Aribu/Income-

Irbu; Flesh-Seru/Riches-Saru) (Anuus 2010: 9). 

 

Synonyms: Livanomancy, Knissomancy, Capnomancy  

 

II. PERFORMING AND INTERPRETING LIBANOMANCY 

a. Tablet UCLM 9-2433 Omens 

1. If when you sprinkle the incense its flame burns smokily, your army 

will defeat an enemy.                                                                    

Personal Interpretation: Overcoming obstacles and opponents with the aid of 

others. 

2. If when you sprinkle the incense it stops short, and afterwards its 

flame burns smokily, an enemy will defeat your army.                                    

Personal Interpretation: Obstacles and opponents will remain impassable even 

with the aid of others. 

3. If when you sprinkle the incense (the smoke) goes to its right and 

not to its left, you will prevail over your adversaries.                 

Personal Interpretation: Overcoming obstacles and opponents through your own 

strength. 

4. If when you sprinkle the incense (the smoke) goes to its left and 

not to its right, your adversary will prevail over you.             

Personal Interpretation: Obstacles and opponents will remain impassable if 

confronted without aid. 

5. If when you sprinkle the incense (the smoke) goes to the east and 

does not go towards the crotch of the diviner, downfall for your 

adversary.                                                                                      
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Fig. 2: Babylonian brick basket 

Personal Interpretation: Overcoming obstacles and opponents through the 

blessings of the divine. 

6. If when you sprinkle the incense (the smoke) goes towards the 

crotch of the diviner and does not go to the east, your adversary 

will prevail over you.                                                                   
Personal Interpretation: Obstacles and opponents will remain impassable if divine 

aid is not sought. 

7. If when you sprinkle the incense (the smoke) goes equally in all 

directions, equal weapons.                                                            
Personal Interpretation: Your situation will either remain the same or at a 

stalemate. 

8. If when you sprinkle the incense (the smoke) clusters: success: the 

man will enjoy profit wherever he goes.                                        
Personal Interpretation: Success in new ventures, relationships, and personal 

growth. 

9. If the top of the incense (smoke) is fragmented, there will be 

financial loss and loss of cattle in the man’s estate.                   
Personal Interpretation: Any new ventures, business opportunities, or creative 

efforts started at this time will not come to fruition.  Be wary of others’ motives 

and your spending habits. 

10a. If the top of the incense (smoke) is cleft (in two): madness.    
Personal Interpretation: Your situation will bring chaotic or confusing results or 

bring about mental distress. Make no binding plans at this time. 

10b. If the top of the incense (smoke) is cut off, the man will 

experience hard times.                                                                   
Personal Interpretation: No difference in interpretation. 

11. If the top of the incense (smoke) looks like 

the brick-basket of Šamaš, there will be di’u 

disease (remittent fever) in the man’s 

household.                                                 
Personal Interpretation:  Pay close attention to the 
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Fig. 3: Date palm. 

Fig. 4: Basket-bearing King. 

health and well-being of yourself as well as that of close family and friends over 

the next seven days. 

12. If the top of the incense (smoke) gathers like a date palm 

and is thin (down) at its base, hardship will seize the man.                                                                  
Personal Interpretation: Many difficulties will present themselves at 

once, tapering off over time.  

13. If the incense (smoke) after a while is constricted, hard 

times will befall the man.                                                                              
Personal Interpretation: Difficulties will arise in a slow, but steady, fashion. 

14. If the incense (smoke) after a while pushes through and gets out, 

the man will pull through hard times.                                                         
Personal Interpretation: After a period of time, your situation will improve on its 

own or through your own continued efforts. 

15. If the incense (smoke) pushes through to the east and gets out, the 

man will pull through hard times.                                                     
Personal Interpretation: After a period of time, your situation will improve 

through divine assistance granted through your offerings and 

prayers. 

PERFORMANCE ADVICE:  

Face the east while standing in front of the brazier. Note that 

omens 3 and 4 specify that the smoke is traveling either to “its 

left” or “its right,” which I am interpreting as the opposite of the 

diviner’s anatomical left and right. For clearest results, avoid 

windy places that will prevent the smoke from slowly rising. 

b. Modern Libanomancers� 

Many modern diviners confuse libanomancy with smoke 

scrying, looking for images within the incense smoke, or using it 

to inspire trance state visions. As a conditional omen, traditional 

libanomancy was intended to give clear, rather than intuitive, standardized 

answers distributed on clay tablets.  Modern diviners also choose to read into the 

behavior of the heated coals, or seeds in loose herbal incense, (crackling, popping, 

sudden flaring, and saltpeter pocket explosions!) with varying degrees of import. 

Other modern versions of libanomancy use a combination of the smoke, charcoal, 
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and images within burning herbs to produce answers, as suggested by Lady Raven 

Moonshadow:  

http://sacredmistsblog.com/uncommon-divinations-libanomancy 

1.  One pop for “yes”. 

2.  Two quick pops together for “no”. 

3.    Silence (no pops if you have incense with seeds that should pop) indicates “answer unclear.” 

4.    If the smoke quickly moves away from you it can indicate either a negative outcome or things moving away from 

you. 

          5.    If the smoke moves quickly toward you, it can indicate either a positive outcome or new things coming your way. 

6. If the incense goes out before it should, it can indicate that now is not the right time to ask this question. 

7. Look for shapes in the smoke and interpret them much like in a tea leaf reading. 

 

Other interpretations of capnomancy (general smoke divination) include notions 

that producing large volumes of smoke indicates misfortune, while cleanly rising 

smoke bodes well, though this contradicts Omen 1 of Tablet UCLM 9-2433. 

 

III. INCENSE RESINS AND HERBS  

FRANKINCENSE: Use in any libanomancy reading alone or with other 

ingredients. The main resin for this divination system. 

Incense Sources: 
http://www.somaluna.com/cat/powder _resin_incense_charcoal_incense_gums_ac.asp (Wide selection) 

http://www.mountainroseherbs.com/candle/resins.html (Basics) 

http://www.alchemy-works.com/incense_index.html (Basics, Rare, and Custom Blends) 

 
Additional Materials: 

Brazier, sand, incense charcoal (I like Three Kings!), heat-proof working surface. 
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Mantic Topics and Suggested Incense Ingredients: 
 

DIVINETALK: 
Resins 

Camphor*  

Copal (Black) 

Frankincense 

Gum Arabic  

Gum Mastic 

Myrrh 

*[DO NOT USE 

SYNTHETICS!] 

 
Herbals 

Anise  

Balm of Gilead 

Bay Laurel 

Cedar 

Cinnamon 

Dittany of Crete 

Jasmine 

Sandalwood, White 

 

FERTILITY: 
 
Resins 

Pine 
 

Herbals 

Geranium 

 Myrtle  

Patchouli 
 

Strawberry Leaf 

Vervain 

 

FINANCES: 
Resins 

Benzoin 

Labdanum 

Pine 

 

Herbals 

Basil 

Bergamot 

Blackberry 

Cedar 

 

Cinnamon 

Clove 

Coriander 

Jasmine 

Marjoram 

Mints  

 

Myrtle 

Peppermint 

Orange Peel 

Patchouli 

Vervain 

Vetivert 
 

HEALTH:             
 
Resins 

Pine 

Myrrh 
 

Herbals 

Blackberry 

 

Cedar 

Cinnamon  

Coriander 

Cypress 

Fennel 

Lemon Balm 

Juniper Berry 

Mint 

 

Mugwort  

Mullein  

Nettle 

Rose 

Rosemary 

Rue 

Sandalwood 

Thyme 

Vervain 
 

LOVE: 
Resins 

Amber 

Copal, White 

Dragon’s Blood 

Frankincense 

Gum Mastic  

Storax 

 

Herbals 

Aloes, Wood 

Apple Flower 

Cardamom 

Cinnamon  

Clove 

Coriander 

Geranium 

Jasmine  

 Juniper  

Lavender 

Lemon Balm 

Marjoram 

Mints 

Mullein 

Myrtle  

Orange Peel 

Orris Root 

 

Rose  

Rosemary 

Sandalwood, Red 

Thyme 

Vervain 

Vetivert 

Violet 

Yarrow 

 

SPIRITTALK: 
Resins 

Copal (White)  

Gum Mastic 

Myrrh 

Storax 
 

Herbals 

Apple Flowers 

Balm of Gilead  

Cassia  

Cinnamon 

Cypress 

Dandelion Root 

Dittany of Crete 

Mugwort 

Mullein 

Pomegranate 

Spearmint 

Wormwood 

 

NEW VENTURES: 
 
Resins 

Frankincense 

Gum Mastic 

 

 

Herbals 

Bergamot  

Cinnamon 

Lavender  

Lemon Balm 

Marjoram 

Vetivert 


